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ABSTRACT 
In this In today’s era data generated by scientific applications 

and corporate environment has grown rapidly not only in size 

but also in variety. This data collected is of huge amount and 

there is a difficulty in collecting and analyzing such big data. 

Data mining is the technique in which useful information and 

hidden relationship among data is extracted, but the traditional 

data mining approaches cannot be directly used for big data 

due to their inherent complexity. Cluster analysis is used to 

classify similar objects under same group. It is one of the most 

important data mining methods. However, it fails to perform 

well for big data due to huge time complexity. For such 

scenarios parallelization is a better approach. Map reduce is a 

popular programming model which enables parallel 

processing in a distributed environment. In this paper to 

propose system for analyze the performance of two clustering 

techniques on big dataset. The goal of this paper is to find 

better clustering technique between K-Medoid and BIRCH 

clustering by applying on real life large dataset. 

Keywords 
Big data, Clustering, Hadoop, Map-Rreduce, K-Medoid(KM), 

BIRCH. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Data is increasing overwhelmingly during the past decades, 

and “big data” is becoming more and more popular. Big data 

doesn't only refer to massive data, but also a series of 

techniques which turn a flood of data into valuable 

information. 

Big data is defined as “datasets whose size is beyond the 

ability of typical database software tools to capture, store, 

manage, and analyze” by McKinsey Global Institute in 

2011[2]. John R.  define big data as “Any amount of data 

that’s too big to be handled by one computer” 

Clustering techniques is commonly used technique and it is 

mainly used for analysis of data. Clustering process 

combining group of items and grouping can be done by 

creating the most similar item of one group (cluster) and most 

non similar items in the other group. This process is similar to 

classification. Clustering is an unsupervised way of learning 

or it is an unsupervised classification of data items, (feature 

vectors (FV), patterns, or observations) into clusters (groups). 

Clustering is found the clusters (or grouping) of data in a set 

of unlabelled data. In artificial intelligence (AI) data 

clustering technique is major assignment. Human being can 

easily identify the cluster in low dimension with less number 

of records, but in case of computer it is extremely hard to 

instruct the computer to find such a relationship. When the 

dimensions of the data increases human has difficulties in 

finding the interesting patterns of the data. To find an 

interesting pattern in exploratory data analysis or to extract 

the information from the data is the objective of exploratory 

data analysis. 

At the starting of new era information has grownup speedily 

in sizes as well as in varieties also. This data collected is of 

huge amount and it has some degree of difficulty when it 

comes to collecting and analyzing  data as big data. Data 

mining method used to extracts useful information and unseen 

correlation between data. Huge amount of data stored in 

datasets are quickly growing due to rapid technological 

growth (progress). Therefore some applications require the 

storage space and repossession of complex multimedia items 

that may be represented by high dimensional FV. Very 

difficult task is to obtain more valuable information concealed 

in some databases therefore to remove these difficulty 

Clustering analysis used. It is best techniques which are 

applied on large data sets for analyzing purpose. Moreover, 

the (input) parameters choice like number nearest neighbors, 

Kn amount of clusters and some other factor in algorithms 

create the clustering is challenging process. One of the very 

effective ways of dealing with these data is to categorize or 

assemble that data into a set of classes. Now a day clustering 

methods emerge as another influential meta-learning tool for 

correctly analyze the big volume of data created by some new 

applications. 

In this work we are using two clustering algorithms as K-

Medoid clustering algorithm from Partitioning Clustering 

category and BIRCH clustering method form Hierarchical 

Clustering category. 

Big data analytics is often associated with cloud computing 

because the analysis of large data sets in real-time requires a 

platform like Hadoop to store large data sets across a 

distributed cluster and Map-Reduce to coordinate, combine 

and process data from multiple sources[3]. 

In this paper to organized some sections as: section2 gives the 

analysis of related work of clustering approaches and Map-

Reduce related survey. Section3 gives the methodology. 

Section4 describes the dataset details. Section5 explains the 

experimental setup. Section6 explains the system architecture. 

Section7 shows experimental result and last sections8 

conclude the paper. 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 
All Data Clustering is the most popular aspect to derive the 

classes or cluster, desired groups of pattern and concept. It is 

very difficult to find the clustering or grouping of the data and 

finding interesting patterns about which nothing is known 

already. This also leads to the general problem of how to find 

out the knowledge of the data for mining and exploration. 

Although the literature on clustering is huge there has been 

relatively little attention paid to the problem of finding 

different clustering techniques. There are five categories of 

clustering as given below. 

http://searchbusinessanalytics.techtarget.com/definition/big-data-analytics
http://searchcloudcomputing.techtarget.com/definition/cloud-computing
http://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/data-set
http://searchcrm.techtarget.com/definition/real-time-analytics
http://searchcloudcomputing.techtarget.com/definition/Hadoop
http://searchbusinessanalytics.techtarget.com/definition/Hadoop-cluster
http://searchcloudcomputing.techtarget.com/definition/MapReduce
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 Partition Based Clustering (PBC) 

 Hierarchical Based Clustering (HBC) 

 Density-Based Clustering (DBC) 

 Grid-Based Clustering (GBC) 

 Model-Based Clustering (MBC) 

T. Zhang, R. Ramakrishna [5], suggested a BIRCH is an HBC 

algorithm. This algorithm is categorized agglomerative 

approach. For Big databases this algorithm is useful. It is 

especially suitable for very large databases. This algorithm 

has been planned for minimizing number of I/O operations. 

BIRCH algorithm is dynamically and incrementally clusters 

the incoming data items (objects) and then they try to create a 

greatest quality of clusters with in some limited assets (as time 

constraints and available memory). In this algorithm memory 

data structure uses called as clustering feature tree (CF-tree). 

First clustering method is BIRCH. It is firstly developed for 

handle noise. Disadvantage of this method is it only handles 

numeric data. 

S. Guha , R. Rastogiand K. Shim [6], present CUREs 

agglomerative HBC method. In this algorithm random data 

samples are 1st partition. After that every created partition is 

then partly cluster. Next final pass for creation of final 

clusters to preclustred an data from each partitions by 

eliminating an outliers. In each step of this algorithm, closest 

pair of each clusters medoid (centroids) of two clusters is 

combining (merged). This method only combines 

representative objects (centroid) and uses single linkage 

method for selecting more than one centroid from each 

cluster. Disadvantage of this method is combined inter-

connectivity of points in two different clusters information is 

not considered. To overcome this problem Chameleon 

algorithm [6] is implemented. 

E.-H. Han, V. Kumar and G. Karypis [7], suggested 

CHAMELEON as HBC agglomerative method which can 

discover dynamic modeling. This algorithm work on two 

phases: 1st divides (partition) data items into a sub clusters 

then using graph partitioning method continually merging 

sub-clusters and then to get a final clusters. This algorithm is 

mainly used to find clusters densities their diverse shapes and 

sizes in 2D (two dimensional) space. To obtain the arbitrary 

shape clusters and arbitrary densities of clusters Chameleon 

method uses an dynamic model. The algorithm is applicable 

for the applications whose data volume is large. Disadvantage 

of CHAMELEON only is that it is well-known for low 

dimensional data space. 

K. Shim, S. Guha and R. Rastogi [8], discussed ROCK HBC 

technique. This agglomerative HBC technique uses a idea of 

links [9]. It is suitable for managing big volume data sets. In 

ROCK technique similarity of clustering depends on the 

points of diverse clusters which are nearest in ordinary can 

measures clusters similarity. This algorithm is employees a 

link not a distance for merging clusters. Also they discussed 

the next version of the ROCK algorithm is QROCK algorithm 

used for clustering a categorical data. QROCK is quicker than 

QROCK[9]. 

J. Han and R. T. Ng [10], proposed CLARANS algorithm. 

CLARANS technique supports to randomized search. It is not 

used any predefined configuration. This algorithm not more 

affect on incrementing dimensionality of database. This 

technique does not require distance function. It supports point 

as well as polygonal objects.  

Other conventional clustering technique is the KMeans 

technique [11]. In this algorithm assigns every data object to 

the clusters. Those points are neighboring to center called 

centroid. Centroid is nothing but the arithmetic average of all 

the data points in the clusters. The simplicity and speed is 

major advantage of this algorithm. It also runs on large 

datasets. The disadvantage of this method is that it does not 

create the same result when it execute at every time.  

Although the K-Medoids (KM) algorithm is quite popular 

among other authors [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10] and [11].The 

KM techniques is correlated to K-Means and mode shift 

algorithm. The KM method partition the dataset into a 

partitions or clusters. It reduces the space among cluster 

center and data points in the clusters. Unlike K-Mean method, 

KM method chooses data object as medoids (centroids). KM 

technique provides correct visualization of the data, especially 

when there are more than two attributes involved in the 

clustering process [12]. Comparatively it is more robust to 

noise and outliers than K-Means, because K-Mean reduces 

average pair wise dissimilarities. KM technique is clusters the 

dataset of n data points into Kn clusters. Medoids referred as 

the most centrally located data point in the cluster. There are 

different compensation of KM technique also for execution it 

is simple 

Hadoop provides an open source framework for cloud 

computing, as well as a distributed file system. Hadoop 

supports the Map-Reduce model, which was introduced by 

Google as a method of solving a class of petascale problems 

with large clusters of inexpensive machines. The model is 

based on two distinct steps for an application. 

• Map: An initial ingestion and transformation step, 

in which individual input records can be processed 

in parallel. 

• Reduce: an aggregation or summarization step, in 

which all associated records, must be processed 

together by a single entity [3]. 

The core concept of Map-Reduce in Hadoop is that input may 

be split into logical chunks, and each chunk may be initially 

processed independently, by a map task. The results of these 

individual processing chunks can be physically partitioned 

into distinct sets, which are then sorted. Each sorted chunk is 

passed to a reduce task [4]. 

3. METHODOLOGY 
Cluster analysis clusters a data points. To clusters a data 

points based on based information obtained in the data objects 

and the relationships among data objects. The objective is that 

data points within group (region) correlated to each other and 

not related to data points in other region. If similarity in one 

of the region is more and dissimilarity among the other 

regions is more, it is Better or more distinct the clustering. 

3.1 The K-Medoids(KM) Clustering 

Algorithm 
Items with a very huge value considerably distort the data 

distribution therefore K-Means technique is responsive to 

noise [11]. KM technique choose a medoid, many times it is 

centrally placed in clusters, instead of selecting the average 

mean value of data point in a cluster as a reference point. 

Therefore, the partitioning technique applies depend on theory 

of reducing the summation of the dissimilarities among every 
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data points and their related medoids. It creates the basic idea 

of the KM method. Idea of KM technique is to discover Kn 

numbers of clusters in given dataset which having n data 

points then by 1st randomly searching the medoids or a 

reference points for every cluster. Then each remaining data 

object is compare with medoids (reference point) and after 

that clusters a data object with centroid. KM technique does 

not consider the average mean of data points in each clusters. 

KM algorithm execution is given as follows: 

 I/P: Let Kn be the number of clusters And dataset as DD 

having n objects 

O/P: Group of Kn numbers of cluster specified by the    user. 

Algorithmic steps: 

Steps of execution of KM algorithm as given below- 

1) Initially arbitrarily choose Kn number clusters as 

the  Md data objects as the medoid. 

2) Then combine (associate) every data objects from 

dataset to the neighboring medoid. 

3) Apply for loop to every medoid as Md: 

i. Again for condition apply on non medoid data 

object as Od 

ii. Interchange Md and Od and calculate the average 

costing of the new computation. 

4) Choose the computation having the minimum 

costing. 

5) Reiterate step 2nd up to 4th till you found that in 

medoids has no change occurs. 

3.2 The BIRCH Clustering 
 Summary of BIRCH clustering algorithm is, it execute 

mainly four phase. We explain the actual task of each of these 

phases. Phase1 scan all the data and in given amount of 

memory initially CF-tree is build. That CF- tree tries to 

reproduce the clustering related information of dataset within 

the memory limit, with packed data objects merged as fine 

sub clusters. Phase2 is optional. In phase 2 from initial CF-

tree scan all the leaf entries and then to reconstruct the smaller 

CF-tree and removing outliers in the process. To cluster every 

leaf entries semi-global or global methods are used in phase3. 

Later than completion of phase3, obtain a group of cluster 

which captures the main distributions pattern in the given 

available data. Then for correct the inaccuracy in data and for 

filter the cluster or further use to calculate the total cost in 

phase4. BIRCH algorithm can work in any given space of 

memory. 

4. DATASET DETAILS 
This section gives an overview of the dataset which will be 

used for experiments. We used categorical attribute dataset 

.There are two datasets are generated. 

i) Small Dataset - 14 MB (10^6 records)  

ii) Big Dataset - 400 MB Extra Big Datasets Will Depend on 

Performance on system. As algorithm is working Dataset 

contains single dimension floating data in range of 1-100 to 

define boundaries. 

 

5. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

5.1 Hardware Requirement 
 16 GB RAM 

 8 Virtual cores 

 100 Mbps network box preferences 

5.2 Software Requirement 
 CentOS v6.6+  

 Java v7+  

 Hadoop2.7 in distributed mode  

 HDFS 

 Map-Reduce  

6. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig .1 Execution of Clustering Techniques on Big Data 

Platform 

Figure 1 show the system architecture of Analysis of 

clustering techniques on big data. In this architecture Big Data 

platform is used and on this platform data is to be processed. 

This architecture has two inputs as “Data file” and “Clustering 

code”. To process this input files one of the Big data platform 

is used. After that to decide which type of data is to be process 

i.e. to decide Data file and how that data is to process i.e. to 

decide clustering code. Here we use only one data file and two 

clustering code as KM and BIRCH clustering code. After 

processing on clustering code we get an output. Then on the 

basis of output we have to analyze an clustering technique. 

System architecture main platform save the dataset as text file 

or in hive. Firstly to store dataset on HDFS then split dataset 

using Mapper and Reducer or using Spark technology. Then 

we do a basic analysis of KM and BIRCH clustering 

techniques to process on Big data platform.  In short we will 

follow do the following steps we will follow the below steps  

1. Load the given dataset into HDFS directory with 

name datafile.txt  

2. For KM, get first n cluster records from datafile.txt 

and add to centroid.txt. This would help in setting 

up the bootstrapping process for KM  

3. Load the binaries of KM & BIRCH into Hadoop 

Cluster  

4. Execute it using command like below hadoop jar 

Birch.jar com.ab18.Main input_dataset/datafile.txt 
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birch_output hadoop jar KMedoid.jar KMedoid 

input_dataset kmedoid_output  

5. Gather important stats like execution timings, 

resources used. 

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT  
This section shows the implementation of KM and BIRCH a 

on Big dataset as shown in following figure 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 

8. 

 

Fig .2 

   

Fig.3 

 

Fig. 4  
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Fig.5 

 

Fig.6 
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Fig.7 

 

Fig.8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1.Experimental Analysis of Clustering Technique 

 

8. CONCLUSION 
Cluster analysis is the data mining techniques becomes 

progressively more and more popular and there is a 

continuous development of the algorithms used in the process. 

It allows us to cluster data based on common characteristics, 

similarities in situations, when there are none pre-defined 

rules for doing so. These rules are being discovered during the 

execution of the clustering algorithm 

This paper is mainly focus on two clustering algorithms, KM 

and BIRCH clustering algorithm. KM algorithm number of 

clusters k is determined before the first iteration and is 

constant during the execution of the algorithm. However, the 

algorithm does not calculate centroids like k-means, but 

medoids (mc) instead, which are considered the representative 

objects for each cluster.  BIRCH clustering method is used for 

very large dataset. This method is used for reducing the 

number of Input/output operations. It can produce the best 

quality cluster in available memory and time constraint. 

In this work we analyze the KM and BIRCH technique on the 

Big data set. After analyzing we conclude that BIRCH 

technique is better than KM technique. 
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